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The continuum limit of the tilted SU(2) spin model is shown to lead to a gauge Landau-Lifshitz equation
which provides a unified description for various spin orders. For a definite gauge with zero field strength, we
find a double periodic solution, where the conical spiral, in-plane spiral, helical, and ferromagnetic spin orders
become special cases. For another gauge with nonzero field strength, we obtain the skyrmion-crystal solution.
By simulating the influence of magnetic field and temperature for our model, we find a spontaneous formation of
a skyrmion-fragment lattice similar to the spin texture found in experiment very recently; we also obtain a wider
range of skyrmion-crystal phase in the parameter space in comparison to the conventional Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya
model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been spectacular progress in the study of magnetoelectric effects, from which a realistic step toward an electrical control of magnetism is expected to be made.1–5 Within the
intertwining of theory and experiment, a mechanism based on
spin current showed that the enhanced ferroelectric domains
can be realized through cycloidal and conical spin textures
in certain materials.2,6 For example, a spiral spin state was
shown to cause electronic polarization.6–9 Those nontrivial
spin textures undoubtedly play an important role in novel
multiferroic materials, so the search for novel spin textures
in various materials becomes a central issue in this field.
Moreover, the statical and dynamical properties of nontrivial
spin textures are interesting in their own right. Recently,
the skyrmion10 lattice phase was predicted11 in theory and
observed experimentally in bulk MnSi (Refs. 12 and 13) and
thin film Fex Co1−x Si (Ref. 14) and FeGe (Ref. 15). The
skyrmion lattice phase in these systems is stabilized by an
applied magnetic field. Very recently, a spontaneous skyrmion
lattice without a magnetic field is also observed in thin
films experimentally.16 Because of the topological nontrivial
property of skyrmions, materials in the skyrmion phase also
show novel transport properties like the “topological Hall
effect”17,18 and the “skyrmion Hall effect.”19 Spin dynamical
properties like magnons in helical magnets are also probed by
neutron scattering experiments,20 the underlying symmetry
of the helical spin order causes magnons to form a band
structure.
Theoretically, there are mainly two kinds of mechanisms
that cause spiral spin states, one is a ferro/antiferro-magnetic
exchange competition that is believed to be the origin of
spiral state in manganites21 and the other is the antisymmetric
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya (DM) interaction22,23 which arises
from spin-orbit (SO) interaction and manifests in crystals
without inversion symmetry like MnSi. Historically, Moriya23
was the first to give a microscopic treatment of the DM
interaction based on Anderson’s superexchange mechanism
with SO interaction. Thirty-two years later, Shekhtman et al.24
found that Moriya’s theory has a bond-isotropic form if only
one takes all the terms up to second order in SO interaction,
which has usually been neglected until the present. It is
important to set up a unified description for various spin orders.
1098-0121/2011/84(20)/205123(6)

In this paper, we indicate that the spin system without
inversion symmetry can be described by a tilted Heisenberg
model in which the tilting is related to the effects associated
with bonds. We not only provide a unified description for the
known results with new insight into the gauge and geometric
point of view but we also obtain a new state, a skyrmionfragment phase which has been observed experimentally very
recently. We illustrate our proposal of the tilted Heisenberg
model in the next section and derive the corresponding
continuum limit in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we formulate a gauge
Landau-Lifshitz equation from this model and find solutions
of various spin textures and derive the dispersion relation
of the relevant spin waves. In Sec. V, we investigate the
influence of the external magnetic field and temperature and
plot the corresponding phase diagram by making use of Monte
Carlo simulations. Our conclusion and discussion are given in
Sec. VI.
II. TILTED HEISENBERG MODEL

Let L denote the set of points containing all 
the lattice
sites in our system. For bipartite lattice L = LA LB , we
can choose the neighborhood U j to be the point j and all its
nearest-neighbor
points, then {U j |j ∈ LA } constitutes a cover
of L, i.e., L = j U j . For example, in a two-dimensional
square lattice, U j = {(jx − 1,jy ),(jx ,jy − 1),(jx ,jy ),(jx ,jy +
1),(jx + 1,jy )}. In order to reach a unified description of
various spin-ordered phases including the situations beyond
the traditional ferromagnetic one, we introduce the tilting field
U that accounts for any effects arising from spin-orbit coupling
or complicated crystalline fields or cumbersome charge order
in whatever intricate materials. It is locally defined in the
j
neighborhood U j , i.e., Ui for i ∈ U j , so that much richer
physics implications can be expressed. We can choose the
local frame in such a way that the U field in the center of U j is
j
the identity element of the group, i.e., Uj = 1. Thus we have
a much more generalized Hamiltonian,25

 j −1
j
H = −J
S j · Uj  S j  Uj  ,
(1)
j,j 

where j ∈ LA and j  refer to the nearest neighbors of j and
Si denotes spin operators at site i. These spin operators,
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consider the coordinate of site j  is simply that of j plus a
bond vector aeν in which a denotes the lattice constant and
eν refers to the unit vectors connecting the neighborhoods of
a given lattice structure. When the lattice constant a is taken
j
as an infinitesimal parameter, (Oj  )−1 is then in the vicinity of
identity, namely,
 j −1
Oj 
= 1 − aAcν (j ) ˆc ,
(2)
j
where Oj being identity has been used. Here ˆc denote the
representation matrices of the infinitesimal generators of the
SO(3) Lie group, they are 3 × 3 matrices (ˆc )ab = abc and
fulfill the commutation relations27 [ˆa ,ˆb ] = −abc ˆc . Clearly,
the feature of the local tilting can be characterized by the
SO(3) non-Abelian gauge potential Aν (j ) = Acν (j )ˆc , which
is a matrix valued vector field. In order to avoid any ambiguity,
here we clarify that the j represents a point in the lattice space
corresponding to the coordinate of real space in the continuum
model, and the c labels the component of a vector in Lie algebra
space while the ν labels the one in real space. Also for symbol
neatness, in Eq. (2) and thereafter, we write the lattice-site label
j of A in parentheses rather than conventional subscripts. By
making use of Eq. (2), we can write Eq. (1) as

FIG. 1. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the bundle
(L,F,G) for the two-dimensional system. The four lattice sites b1 ,
b2 , b3 , and b4 in sublattice LB (blue) and a1 ∈ LA (red) constitute the
neighborhood U a1 . In this neighborhood, the tilting fields depict the
relative orientation of the polar axes of the Bloch spheres attached on
the five sites. The amplified balls above the lattice show, for example,
the relative orientation between the ones at a1 and b2 that is depicted
by the tilting Uba21 , while the relative orientation between the ones at
a2 and b2 is depicted by the tilting field Uba22 that is defined on another
neighborhood U a2 whose center is a2 . The subscript of the tilting field
is omitted for figure neatness.

proportional to the infinitesimal generators of SU(2), obey
[Sja ,Slb ] = ih̄δj l  abc Sjc , with a,b,c = 1,2,3, which governs
the time developments of any observable via the Heisenberg
equation of motion for a definite model (1).
Mathematically, our system is defined on a bundle whose
base space and typical fiber are, respectively, L and F which
is a Bloch sphere. Each point of L is attached with a fiber
F, and the structure group G that connects nearby fibers is
the rotation group. More details of the mathematical concepts
can be found, for example, in Ref. 26. We illustrate the physics
picture in a two-dimensional lattice in Fig. 1. The tilting U ∈ G
we introduced is locally defined in each neighborhood, which
plays a crucial role in bringing in various exotic spin orders.
Thus we call the model the tilted Heisenberg model.
III. THE CONTINUUM LIMIT

As there exists a homomorphism between SU(2) and SO(3)
j
j
j
Lie groups, Uj  Sj  (Uj  )−1 = Sj  Oj  in which Sj  denotes (Sj1 ,

H =

(Oj  )T = (Oj  )−1 for the orthogonal group has been used. We
j

j

(3)

Actually, the Casimir invariants Cj = Sj · Sj = sj (sj + 1)h̄2
in a general system may differ at different lattice site, which
means the module of spin does not necessarily take the same
value everywhere. However, in this paper, we focus on uniform
spin module S in every site.
a position to make the continuum limit,
 Now we dare in
→ (1/a) dd x, which can be realized by allowing the
volume per lattice site a d to tend to zero and considering the
lattice label j as a continuous variable r and hence Sj as M(r).
Equation (3) gives rise to the effect Hamiltonian,
H =

J
2a d−2

dd x[(∂ν + Aν (r)×)M(r)]2 ,

(4)

where the additional constant term is omitted. If we expand
the quadratic term, we obtain the energy density,
H=

J
[(∂ν M)2 + 2 Aν · (M × ∂ν M) + ( Aν × M)2 ],
2a d−2
(5)

where the three terms can be interpreted as a ferromagnetic
exchange term, the conventional DM term, and a single ion
anisotropic term, respectively. A conventional model in the
literature of the DM interaction is readily a special case
of our formulation. If substituting Ax = (−γ /J,0,0), Ay =
(0,−γ /J,0), and Az = (0,0,−γ /J ) into the Eq. (4) in three
dimensions, we have

j

Sj2 , Sj3 ) and Oj  denotes the representation of SO(3), each
nearest-neighbor coupling term in Eq. (1) can be rearranged,
j
j
j
j
i.e., Sj · Uj  Sj  (Uj  )−1 = Sj (Sj  Oj  )T = Sj (Oj  )−1 STj . Here

2

J  
Sj  − Sj + a Sj Acν (j ) ˆc − 2Cj .
2 jj 

H =

d 3x

J
γ
(∇ M)2 + M · (∇ × M)
2a
a

up to a constant in energy. This Hamiltonian was used to
explain the appearance of a skyrmion lattice.13,14
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IV. GAUGE LANDAU-LIFSHITZ EQUATION

The Lagrangian density corresponding to the Hamiltonian
(4) is given by
L = a −d |M|(cos θ − 1)φ̇ − a 2−d J /2 (D M)2 ,
in which (θ,φ) refer to the azimuthal angles of M. The equation
of motion for the spin field M(r,t) is derived by
M×

δ
δM

d d xdt L = 0

as the following gauge Landau-Lifshitz equation,
∂
M = a 2 J M × D 2 M,
∂t
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spin order28 is the special case of q2 = 0, whose special case
of β = π/2 reduces to the in-plane spiral spin order.29 The
other cases q1 = 0 or q1 = q2 = 0 correspond to the helical
spin order30 or the ferromagnetic spin order, respectively.
To study the excitations above the aforementioned ground
state
(7), we take M dp + δ M and obtain the linearized equation

∂t − a 2 J M dp × D 2 δ M = 0. Since the constraint |M| = S
requires M dp · δ M = 0, we can assume δ M = u(x,y,t)eθ +
v(x,y,t)eφ with the local frame eφ = ez × M dp /|ez × M dp |
and eθ = eφ × M dp /|eφ × M dp |. Then the equations that
possible low-lying excitation modes obey are
∂t u + a 2 J S∇ 2 v = 0,

(6)

where D 2 = Dν Dν and the covariant derivative is given by
Dν M = (∂ν + Aν ×)M. Equation (6) is covariant under a
gauge transformation:
Aν → GAν G−1 + ∂ν GG−1 ,

(M)a →
Gab (M)b ,
b

where G ∈ SO(3).
A. Double periodic solutions in two dimensions

We first consider a typical gauge field in the x-y plane:
Ax = (0,0,−q1 ) and Ay = (q2 sin q1 x,−q2 cos q1 x,0). We
find a double periodic solution, M dp , as a steady solution of
the gauge Landau-Lifshitz equation (6):
⎧
⎪
⎨ m1 (x,y) = sin(q2 y + β) cos(q1 x),
m2 (x,y) = sin(q2 y + β) sin(q1 x),
(7)
⎪
⎩ m (x,y) = cos(q y + β).
3
2
Here m = (m1 ,m2 ,m3 ) refers to M dp /S. A schematic illustration of the solution (7) is depicted in Fig. 2. This spin
order is the exact ground-state solution of the system because
Dx M dp = Dy M dp = 0 so that the positive definite energy
functional (4) reaches zero then. Clearly, the conical spiral

∂t v − a 2 J S∇ 2 u = 0.

Their Fourier transform gives rise to the dispersion relation
ω2 = a 4 J 2 S 2 |k|4 . One can see that the dispersion relation here
happens to be the same as that of the spin wave above a
ferromagnetic ground state in the classical Heisenberg model.
c
= ∂x Acy − ∂y Acx +
Because the strength tensor Fxy
abc a b
 Ax Ay vanishes for the gauge potential relevant to the solution (7), the gauge potential can be represented as a pure gauge
Aν = −G−1 ∂ν G, with G = exp(q2 y ˆ2 ) exp(q1 x ˆ3 ). The generating matrix G implies an important physical significance,
which transforms the double periodic spiral 
order (7) to the
traditional ferromagnetic order, i.e., (M fe )a = b Gab (M dp )b .
Here M fe is the ground-state solution of Eq. (6) with zero
gauge potential. The double periodic spiral order can be
considered as a result of parallel displacement of spin with
the aforementioned gauge potential as a connection. Since the
solutions referring to both orders are in the same equivalent
class of gauge Landau-Lifishitz equation, it should be no
surprise that the dispersion relations for the excitations above
them are the same.
B. Skyrmion crystal solution in two dimensions

The previous solution is related to a gauge potential
with vanishing strength tensor. Let us now investigate the
case with nonvanishing strength tensor, which gives rise
to skyrmion10 crystal solutions. For Ax = (−γ /J,0,0) and
Ay = (0,−γ /J,0), where γ denotes the strength of spin-orbit
interaction, we have F xy = (0,0,γ 2 /J 2 ) and energy density
H = (J /2)∂ν M · ∂ν M + γ M · (∇ × M)
+ (γ 2 /2J )[M 2 + (M3 )2 ].

FIG. 2. (Color online) Schematic illustration of the spin order for
the double periodic solution of the gauge Landau-Lifshitz equation.

(8)

(9)

Here the last term contributes an easy-plane anisotropy that is
the continuum version of Moriya’s anisotropic exchange;23 the
first two terms are the conventional ferromagnetic exchange
and the DM interaction which was used to explore possible
states of skyrmion crystal.14,31 Unlike the solution of double
periodic spiral order which can be generated through a parallel
displacement (no parallel displacement can be globally defined
if the field strength is nonzero), we need to solve the gauge
Landau-Lifshitz equation at present.
For steady solution of the gauge Landau-Lifshitz equation
(6), it is sufficient to solve the eigenequation D 2 M = λM. The
λ can be a scalar function in general whereas it is assumed to be
a constant here for simplicity. It can be proven that the λ is proportional to the energy density. Being interested in a periodic
steady solution, we can assume M(r) = M(k) exp(ik · r).
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or the easy plane is chosen as as the x-y plane for η < 0 or
η > 0, respectively. Choosing this kind of anisotropy is due
to keeping the original rotational symmetry about the z axis.
Then the above gauge Landau-Lifshitz equation (6) turns to
the following anisotropic one,
∂
M = a 2 J M × D 2 M − 2ηM × M  ,
∂t

FIG. 3. (Color online) Schematic illustration for spin order
of skyrmion-crystal solution (left panel) and the corresponding
distribution of energy density in the zero magnetic field (right panel).
The energy density is lower at the center of skyrmion because the local
spin chirality is large there, which is favored by the DM interaction;
it is larger in the boundaries of skyrmions but the spins there favor a
perpendicular magnetic field.

Then the eigenequations become a set of algebraic equations
for us to determine M(k). We obtain three solutions: sinusoidal
order with spin paralleling the wave vector and elliptically
distorted right-handed and left-handed helical orders with spin
perpendicular to the wave vector. As the three eigenvalues
depend on |k|2 merely, we can make superpositions of the
eigenmodes corresponding to the same eigenvalue. In the
present case, γ > 0 is assumed, so we want to choose the
right-handed helical order to construct the ground state. The
closest-packed lattice of skyrmions are superpositions of three
such eigenmodes with three wave vectors of the same length

and mutually in √120◦ angle, namely,
M c = 3i=1 M(ki )eiki ·r
√
in which k1 = ( 23 k, 12 k), k2 = (− 23 k, 12 k), and k3 = (0,−k).
Since the real and imaginary parts of M c all satisfy Eq. (6),
we can normalize the real part to reach a physical state
that is a compromise of reducing energy and satisfying the
unit-length constraint, msk = Re(M c )/|Re(M c )|. Here the
unfixed parameter k in msk determines the lattice constant
of the skyrmion crystal.
The particular k is determined by minimizing the average
energy density which is calculated through numerical integration. Some features of the solution are plotted in Fig. 3
where spins between the center of skyrmions tend to point
up although the spins in each skyrmion tend to point down.
The average energy density of the optimized configuration
of the skyrmion crystal is 0.276S 2 γ 2 /J with k = 0.87γ /J ,
higher than the helical order’s 0.25S 2 γ 2 /J , but the average z
component of spin for the solution msk is +0.17. The skyrmion
crystal will have lower energy when a sufficiently large
perpendicular magnetic field is applied downward. Whereas,
when the magnetic field is further enhanced, a ferromagnetic
state with the z component of spin being 1 eventually becomes
the ground state. This argument is consistent with a recent
reference.14
C. The influence of anisotropy

Furthermore, we study what will happen if there exists a
magnetic anisotropy in the system.
 Such an anisotropy can
be introduced by adding the term j η(Sjz )2 in the tilted spin
model (1) in which either the easy axis is chosen as the z axis

(10)

with M  = (0,0,Mz ). Note that the gauge potential with
the skyrmion-crystal solution merely contributes an easy
plane anisotropy. When the anisotropy coexists with the
aforementioned gauge potential relevant to the skyrmioncrystal solution, the eigenequation for the original gauge
Landau-Lifshitz equation in k space is modified. One can
choose
 the right-handed helical mode (ky ,−kx ,iρ|k|) in which
ρ = ξ 2 + 1 − ξ , where ξ = (γ 2 + 2J η/a 2 )/(4J γ |k|). In
real space, this mode is a helical order of elliptic contour
with ρ referring to the ratio of semiminor and semimajor axes.
It can be seen that the larger the η is, the smaller the ρ will be,
which is in consistent with the requirement for minimizing the
energy. When ξ = 0 we have ρ = 1; this causes a cancellation
between the added anisotropy term and the second-order term
of γ arising from the gauge potential.
V. FINITE TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

Now we turn to investigate finite temperature effects
of our covariant model which contains the DM interaction
and magnetic anisotropy simultaneously. For convenience in
numerical simulation, we start from the lattice version that is
discretized from the Hamiltonian (4) for Ax = (−K/J,0) and
Ay = (0,−K/J ) together with a Zeeman term, namely,

H =
[−J S r · S r+ae − K e · (S r × S r+ae )]
r,e

+

 K 2  2
S z − BS rz ,
2J r
r

(11)

where S denotes the classical spin of the unit module; e refers
to x̂ or ŷ and r runs through the lattice site of the base space;
J , K, and B denote the exchange, the strength of the DM
interaction, and the external magnetic field, respectively. In
our numerical calculation, the Boltzmann constant kB and
the lattice spacing a are taken as a unit. We do Monte
Carlo simulations with periodic boundary conditions in various
regimes of model parameters.
For the zero magnetic field B = 0, we √
find, for a specific
strength of the DM interaction K/J = 2 tan (2π/6), the
system goes from disordered phase to helical phase and then
to a new phase when temperature is lowering. The new phase
(see Fig. 4) presents a square lattice of alternatively placed
skyrmion fragments, some of which appear to be embedded
among spin helical textures, that is marked by black dotted
lines in Fig. 4. In contrast to the usual skyrmion which contains
a lot of microspins, the fragment of skyrmion that appears here
is atomic scale because each fragment is formed by a 3 × 3
microspin lattice. Since the new phase appears in the zero
magnetic field, it is an emergence of spontaneous formation of
a skyrmion-fragment lattice. A similar spin texture has been
observed in an experiment very recently.16
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Spin order of the skyrmion-fragment
phase.
Here is a patch of spin textures from our simulation for K/J =
√
2 tan (2π/6). Along the black dotted-line arrows, the spins form a
helical order where each two successive spins have a relative 60◦
difference in angle. (b) and (c) The spin z-z correlation in the 48 by
48 lattice for various phases in the zero magnetic field. Temperature is
lowering, it goes from disordered to helical (b) and then to skyrmionfragment (c) phases.

√ For a weaker strength of the DM interaction K/J =
2 tan (2π/9), we plot the phase diagrams in the plane of
temperature versus the magnetic field based on our Monte
Carlo simulations for both our model (11) and the conventional
model.14 The conventional model is our model without the
anisotropic term and the typical spin orders involved are
plotted in Fig. 5. Our results manifest that the landscape of
those two phase diagrams are similar while the area ratio
of the skyrmion lattice phase to the helical phase in our
model is larger than that in the conventional model (see

FIG. 5. (Color online) Various spin textures result from Monte
Carlo simulation. (a) helical. (b) helical + skyrmion. (c) skyrmion
lattice and (d) ferromagnetic + skyrmion.
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Phase diagram of various spin orders (Sk,
skyrmion lattice; H, helical; F, ferromagnetic; +, coexistence) in the
plane of the magnetic field versus temperature calculated in the 36
by 36 lattice for the DM model (left panel) and our covariant model
(right panel). The color indicates the total number of skyrmions. The
helical phase and the ferromagnetic phase have no skyrmions and
the skyrmion lattice phase has many skyrmions. In our model the Sk
phase occupies more area in the high field region because the intrinsic
easy plane anisotropy competes with the magnetic field to prevent the
spins from being polarized.

Fig. 6). Because our model contains an additional anisotropic
term, second order to K, it is natural that the larger the
K is, the bigger the difference between the result of our
model and that of √
the conventional model will be. When
K/J is as large as 2 tan (2π/6), our model exhibits a new
phase.
VI. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In the above, we proposed a tilted Heisenberg model as a
general spin-order theory to present various exotic spin orders
beyond the traditional ferromagnetic order. In the model, the
tilting field plays a crucial role. It is related to the effects
associated with bonds from a microscopic point of view and
can be more clearly comprehended in terms of mathematical
concepts in fiber bundle theory. Furthermore, we formulate the
gauge Landau-Lifshitz equation as the continuum limit of the
tilted Heisenberg spin model.
We found several static solutions of the gauge LandauLifshitz equation and investigated some relevant features.
The double periodic solution we found implies the conical
spiral, in-plane spiral, helical, and ferromagnetic spin orders
as special cases.28–30 The dispersion relation of the spin wave
excitation above the double periodic ground state is shown
to be the same as the excitation above ferromagnetic order.
This is because the SO(3) gauge potential corresponding to
the double periodic solution is a pure gauge (with zero field
strength tensor) and such a spin order can be derived by
means of parallel displacement of spin. The Hamiltonian that
gives double periodic order can be gauge transformed to the
ferromagnetic Heisenberg Hamiltonian whose corresponding
gauge potential is null in our unified theory. Another class
of solution represents the skyrmion-crystal order, which was
obtained for a SO(3) gauge with nonvanishing strength tensor.
We also investigated the influence of the external magnetic
field and temperature and plotted the corresponding phase
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diagram by making use of Monte Carlo simulations. As to
the finite temperature behavior, a spontaneous formation of
the skyrmion-fragment lattice occurs in zero magnetic field,
and the area ratio of the skyrmion phase to the helical phase
is larger in our covariant model than in the conventional
DM model.14 The gauge Landau-Lifshitz equation not only
provides a unified description for the known results with new
insight into the gauge and geometric point of view but also
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